Many Targeted Individuals are harassed and placed under surveillance and psychological influence operations in this manner for months, or even years before they realise that they are being targeted by an organised protocol of harassment. What happens during overt methods of surveillance and stalking is very similar to what happened to many innocent individuals in the former East Germany, or "Targeted Individuals" (or 'TI'). Thus, this full protocol (Organized Stalking & Electronic Harassment - 'OSEH' in short) leaves the least physical evidence of any wrong-doings and has become strongly prevalent inside many nations. This leaves us with a very rudiment question of a dignified human life, What is more worse in this world than your body, brain and mind getting hacked and...
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Possess, transport, place, use, or release" a "harmful electronic or electromagnetic device"

Gang Stalking is Torture Funded Through Entitlements and

Dr. Hall's supposition is that we are faced with a type of terrorism that is unseen but just as deadly. Our government satellite surveillance systems are a new way for criminals to gain possession not only of our financial lives, but our most precious resource: Our minds. What can we do and who are these individuals who are trying to …

Electronic harassment, electromagnetic torture, or psychotronic torture is a conspiracy theory that government agents make use of electromagnetic radiation (such as the microwave auditory effect), radar, and surveillance techniques to transmit sounds and thoughts into people's heads, affect people's bodies, and harass people. Individuals who claim to experience this call themselves "targeted individuals".
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